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Dylan to Cooney ..
The Same Old
Story
by Greg Lee

OCTOBER 30. 1969

BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE

VOL. I NO. VIII

New Dorm Cu'r fews
by Dave Wilson
BRIDGEWATER
Effective
November 4th , 1969, B.S.C. girls
who reside in the dormitories
will be allowed to stay out later
nights and weekends, as a result
of recent agreements worked out
betw e en the Woman's
Dormitory Council and the
college administration. The new
hours are as follows:
Freshmen women may stay
out until 11 :00 P.M. on
we eknights, 12:00 P.M. on
Sunday, and 2:00 A.M. on
Friday and Saturday .
Sophmores are allowed out
until 12 :00 on weeknights, and
2:00 on Friday and Saturday ,
with no curfew on weekends
with paren tal permission .
Juniors may have up to five
I : 00 A.M.'s a month for
weeknights, otherwise it's twelve
o'clock . The weekend
regulations are the same as for
the Sophmores.
For Senior girls under 21 ,
the weekend rules are identical
Nith the other classes. Girls over
21 may sign their own
?ermission slips on weekends.
All senior girls are allowed as
many weeknight 1:00 A.M.'s as
they desire.
A number of female
dormitory students wer e
interviewed by THE COMMENT
for their reactions to the new
rules, and the response was
over\Vhelmingly favorable. "I
think it's a vast irnporvement,"
said Miss Jean Murphy, a Senior
who resides in Woodward Hall ,
"and a very progressive move."
Her roomate, ~ Diane O'Neil , a
Junior, agreed, and added , "It
certainly is a good idea , and will
be a welcome situation with the
girls here to be able to stay out
later. "
Mary Ell e n
Donahue ,
President- of the Woman 's
Dormitory Council , said "it's a
step in the right direction" and
indicated that steps such as this
have to be taken slowly and with
proper planning. Mary Ellen told
THE COMMENT that the
reaction that she has received so
far has been definitely in ' favor
of the new regulations, and most
of the girls agree with her that it
has to be a cautious process to
change such long standing
regulations.
Some students have
questioned the necessity of
curfews at all, but, according to
dorm proctor Mary Welsh of
Woodward, most of the girls
who attended the general
meeting which was held to

discuss the rules expressed the
opinion that the proposed rules
were "adequate" and many were
openly opposed to no curfews at
this time .
A traditional complaint has
been that males are allowed
greater freedom in college, and
that both sexes should have
equal rights. The traditional
answer was voiced in the early

1880's by Preside",_t White of
Cornell University, who, reacting
to objections of Cornell's female
populace against the un-equal
restrictions showed them that "a
firm public opinion was an
invincible barrier to the liberties
they claimed. " Many students
and administrators feel the same
way, and agree that change must
be gradual for the sake of all
concerned.

Visual Arts Club
The Visual Arts Club will present the First Annual Halloween
Film Festival . Thursday , October 30 (THAT'S TONIGHT). The
program of THREE horror flicks -and other assorted goodies will
begin promptly at (:. 30 p::J and will continue until just midnight.
The first of three films is "KONGA" the story of a chimpanzee
who grows up and up and terrorizes London much as his distant
cousin King Kong did to New York . The second film VILLAGE OF
THE DAMNED", is an un-nerving film - all the more shuddery
because of the quiet peacefullness of an English Country Village and
the pale beauty of the strange blonde children. Born while the
Village slept under a temporary spell, the children are intellectual
giants by the time they are nine , capable of forcing their evil wills on
adults . The film has earned the reputation as a science fiction
masterpiece. The third film , "FREAKS' -, is an old film , made in
1932. It has never been released commercially, but has earned the
"underground" reputation of being a classic horror show. It is a
most realistic drama of side-show freaks and a grotesque love-affair.
The film offers a sur-realistic view of life- and proposes that reality
is much more frightening than manufactured monsters. You just
might wake up screaming.
Between the movies will be portions of the original broadcast of
~'WAR OF THE WORLDS" and an especially delightful Halloween
horror story by Ray Bradbury. Both will be presented in complete
darkness .
The members of the Visual Arts Club who have planned the
program , Mike Perchard , Bob Lanier, and Colby Rottler, have put
together quite a collection of surprizes. The program will be
presented in the Science Lecture Hall. The seats are limited - it's
suggested that you come early to insure getting a seat , and' incidently
THE PROGRAM IS TOTALLY FREE!!! !!
Correction : Instead of the movie, "THE VILLAGE OF THE
DAMNED", the film , "THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL"
will be shown.
Dorm Curfews have been rolled back to 12 :00 for this occasion.

VOTE TODAY!!

STUDENT JUDICIARY REFERENDUM

9:00 am - 4 : ],5 pm
Rotunda -- Ad Building
-1/3 of the student body must
vote for referendum to be legal.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

BRIDGEWATER - Flown
in from Detroit, Michigan to
Boston and rushed from Boston
to Bridgewater in order to
perform
Sunday
afternoon ,
Michael
Cooney,
world
renowned
folk
singer,
talespinner, music-writer and
instrumentalist highlighted a
Hootenanny sponsored jointly
by DSA and the sophomore,
junior and senior classes. Cooney
highlighted -an afternoon of
good,
very
good
folk
entertainment but for the "vast
sea" of, perhaps, fifty or sixty
people
who
"jammed"
themselves
into the small
gymnasium it seemed a wasted
and futile effort.
The Lanzone Sisters, Pat
and
Barbara,
with
Paul
D'Espinosa began the afternoon
with a very polished and
professional set, and they really
got the audience moving on "I
Call Your Name" and "Beans"
(After you been having steak for
a long time, beans taste fine. ")
Their performance (as were the
performances of everyone) was
hampered by a very poorly
planned
and
even
poorer
sounding
acoustics,
and
increasingly bad lighting (as the
sun went down).
Tony Caruso was emcee and
he is a good folk performer in
his own right. He has stage
presence
and
should
be
performing musically as well as
comically, but his humor made
the best of his awkward emcee
chores with such a small crowd
and
under
such
horrible
conditions.
Dave Keith is just coming to
be known to Bridgewater
,\udiences. Hampered by a cold,
as well as the acoustics, he got
into sonie Tom Rush material
and was especially good on
"Urge For Going" and "Tin
Angel".
Jim Palana is well known. to
Bridgewater and he should be
known elsewhere as he is in my
estimation this campus's most
talented writer-performer. Jim
brought electric accompaniment' which worked well with
the numbers but didn't work
well overall during his performance. His blending of his
own orifnal material and that of
folk singer Jerry Jeff Walker

gave the audience a superb
blending of mood. "Yesterday"
and "Mr. Bo Jangles" were the
best of his set.
Along about four o'clock
Michael Cooney arrived . He was
late because of an air traffic tie
up in Detroit, but he caught a
later flight and just made it to
Bridgewater in time to perform.
He laid his instruments on
the stage and he tried his first
song
which
was
banjo
instrumental but he soon gave
up on the microphone and called
for the crowd to come closer
and sit around the edge of the
stage where he could perform
without sound equipment. He
then went on to perform
different numbers on no less
than six different instruments
(banjo, six string guitar, twelve
string guitar, fretless banjo, Jews
Harp, and the concertina) and his
material covered a wide range of
traditional
folk
music.
"Arkansas
Traveler"
was
performed on the fretted banjo,
" John Henry" was performed
on the bottleneck guitar (a
difficult procedure where the
guitarist frets his instrument
with the glass neck: from a
broken
bottle,
thereby
producing a unique metallic
sound from the guitar) He
performed several old English
whaling tunes on the concertina
finally ending the afternoo~
with a talking blues banjo piece'
" Come on Blue". Cooney's
performance was a rare insight
into a talented and well-known
performer and his music.
Bob Dylan once gave a
concert at B.S.C. and a few
people came; Michael Cooney
sang Sunday and even fewer
people came. The college has
sponsored some good folk
entertainment in the past ... (The
Mitchell Trio, Jackie Washington,
Tom Rush, Bob Dylan, and The
Clancy Brothers) All too often
the audiences were small and
could have been a lot better, but
the
disaster
of
Sunday's
Hootenanny was an insult to
good performers. I doubt that
Michael Cooney will ever return
to sing at B.S.C. and justly so,
Bridgewater doesn't deserve
good entertainment.

Sullivan: An Epitaph
by Dave Wilson
SALEM Several weeks ago, just
after the Fitchburg State College
newspaper was shut down
because it was planning to print
the controversial "Black
Moochie", a quiet, attractive
young lady who was
Editor-in-Chief of Salem State's
newspaper called a conference of
all the state college editors to
rally to Fitchburg's cause.
She was devoted,
determined and obviously highly
talente'd as she conducted the
conference which was held at
Salem and ultimately convinced
the newspaper editors who
attended the necessity of
standing behind Fitchburg.
Everyone present was impressed
with Maureen Sullivan. Today
we, the editors and staff of THE
COMMENT, mourn her.

Maureen Sullivan, 21 years
old , died Sunday night in
Beverly Hospital of leukemia. At
the h.eight of the "Moochie"
crisis, just after the Salem
newspaper was shut down for
printing it, work reached us that
Maureen had been hospitalized
for what seemed to be a minor
. blood ailment.
Her condition worsened
suddenly, and it became
apparent that she was suffering
from a serious disease. October
26th , 1969, Maureen could no
longer fight, and she- passed
away quietly.
THE COMMENT extends its
most sincere condolences to
Maureen's paTents, friends, and '
school on their, and our, loss.
We will miss her very, very
much.
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October 30, 1969
BRIDGEWATER COMMENT
, myself is of greater importance thirteen ' percent which has nQt, segregate 'Ourselves from the real,
than any working out of social you find coverage 'Of the New honest-tQ-goQdness WQrld that
activities on the Bridgewater Bed ford teacher's strike exists beyond the boundaries of
State College campus. I feel that (certainly not 'Of interest to Bridgewater State CQllege? Or
the responsibility given by the future teachers, right?) Gandalf, did yQU fQrget that we, as a
students to me was totally cartQons and advertisements. campus, are only a small part of
justified and I fully accepted CQverage of certain national or the entire planet; that Great Hill
them un-flinchingly . However, state events of interest make up is not the tallest edifice ever
when indulged, (as you so have at mQst 3 or 4 percent of all the constructed; and that nine
to indulge yourself when on the news the paper has cQvered this buildings, a mere six thousand
SCA) in such an ex tra-curricular year. AnyQne whQ wants tQ people and a desert do not
If there ever was a College Community a t this college, and activity, dedication becomes an check my percentages go ahead. constitute the only metroPQlis
recent events have made this somewhat less a certainty than it once integral part of your fiber in I'll give you a couple 'Of on earth.
So, Mr. Ward , before yQU
seemed, it is dying. We have here a college which is lethargic, order to enhance your ability to percentage points either way .
My PQint is this. Certainly decide what the COMMENT
unresponsive and very , very seriously divided . The excitement, the withstand minor setbacks and
hope for the future which characterized last spring is gone , s'e ttled plug onward on the behalf of the the Comment can be improved. shQuld and should nQt print, try
There are few things that can't opening your eyes (and mind) to
somewhere in the mud between the exhaustion and the apathy. We've students and/or the college.
got to~do something, before the Bridgewater experience becomes too
I have lost the dedication. be. Bridgewater certainly can be the WHOLE, REAL world (yes,
dull to be worth having;
Therefore , I feel it absolutley and SQ can the WQrld, as we all there truly is one.) It's a unique
Consider the following incidents:
imperative to withdraw and knQw. But nothing will be experience .
Heather Brown
.. .. Homecoming Rally : The President of the Men's Athletic resign as Vice President of SCA imprQved by peQple who cheer
'pot
shQt
full
of
a
t
a
Association has nothing better to speak about than to make a few in order not to hinder the
On Being Hauled
choice remarks about .this newspaper for its supposed lack of progress and function of the misinfQrmation . If you want tQ
I know what it's like tQ be
coverage of campus news ... ..
SCA . It would be totally improve The Comment sign up hassled: I went through my
.... Homecoming Game: during a difficult , building season, our beneath my character to and begin tQ work for it. But share when I was Editor-in-Chief
football team scores the biggest homecoming win in its history, and unrealistically admit to' myself before you do, IQQk at yourself 'Of this newspaper. I knQw what
the stands were about as excited and dynamic as a graveyard.
or anyone else that I "cared" for and decide if yQU are dedicated ' they can do to YQU, warp your
.... Today: The Student Judiciary proposal is up for student the position it entails. I feel and willing to work . Deadlines head until yQU can't think
referendum today, in which at least one thousand students must neither regret in resigning or any are weekly this year and the straight, can 't see anything
\
vote for the referendum to be legal. After hundreds of hours spent shrinking from responsibility laYQut staff works till eleven clearly. But I've never ' seen
studying the proposal by members of the SCA Council,anaroused since I am being honest with Tuesday nights. There's nQ roQm anything to match the hassle
crowd of ten_ students and one faculty member turned up on myself as well as my fellow for anyone along fQr a ride. In that has greeted publicatiQn of
Tuesday morning to ask questions at the Second SCA Seminar students and am at the same shQrt, get with it and put out or the "Black Moochie". What has
time , making way for someone get off The Comment's back.
panned just for them.
hap'p ened to this place , anyway?
Paul Kosciak I thought that [ had left a
Everywhere: students are wading through depression, who cares , which in the end is a
disorientation and ·alienation. Parties are becoming drunken positive good for BSC, the
college last spring which was
freak-outs, discussions become arguments , laughing becomes students and SCA.
together at last ; now it seems tQ
Mr. DQn Ward,
. A. David Cappella
screaming, communication and respect break down into sullen ,silent
(CQncerning yQur ignQrant be, if anything, more uptight,
hatred .. ....
infantile and
remark about the Comment at self- c onsciQus
Rally
What the hell is happening to us? It might be something as
the bonfire and rally .) Can you provincial than ever. It's enQugh
Having read the numerous
simple as Bridgewater being part of some general national
read? Do you have tWQ (even to make me regret that [ helped
depression: the War was still happening on October 16th , the cities signs and posters all around the one) eye that can see? Did you to train my friends , people who
are still strangling in spite of all the rhetoric of solution, the draft school announcing the events of read the first page on the lower I love and respect, especially
continues to lock the healthy male population of the United States homecoming weekend and left hand corner of the Oct. 21, Dick Brown , t.o be in positions
into college in spite of reduced draft calls and supposed troop having read the front page of 1969 issue 'Of the Comment? where they must be submitted
withdrawals, in the midst of change things don't seem to be changing "the school newspaper" (I'm That was where yQur belQved to the unconcionable garbage
very much. And it's hard to live with that , whether the demands for proud of it) which had a wood barbecue was advertised. that has been thrown at this
change inherent in such an attitude are reasonable or not. (They're complete schedule of the events Maybe the paper should have newspaper in recent weeks in the
for homecoming weekend on the
not, I gue·ss ....... I don't really know anymore .... .)
carried a banner headline reading name of criticism. I watch these
All of these things contribute to our depression : but it seems front page I decided to go tQ the "Come up to the Great Hill in people tearing themselves , apart
unlikely that they are causing what has happened. We should still be rally and bonfire 'On Great Hill 20 degree weather tQ watch a because 'they work hard and care
able to put our heads in some more livable, bearable place than the Thursday night. It was a gQQd
pile 'Of WQod burn", instead of apQut Bridgewater and the
man\acal depression which characterizes so many of us these days. rally with a gQQd turn out giving the lead story tQ a report COMMENT, in that or~er. 0'0
It's as though Bridgewater was going through some spiritual 1929 , (things are really beginning to on the Vietnam MQratorium you peQple out there care? Or
lQQk up around BSC) and I was
and is need of self-confidence and a revolution of hope .
(definitely unimpQrtant), at are you just afraid?
enjoying it. Then DQn Ward
When we first thought about
A solution? We have none. But we've GOT to get
Bridgewater State CQllege. (If
made a nQW famQus remark. It
publishing
the article (I'm n. t
together-RIGHT NOW!!!
that isn't campus news , I dQn't
The Staff and Editorial Board was sQmething tQ the effect : know what is!) The whQle on the EditQrial Board, but my
of the COMMENT " 'We've gQt a gQQd crowd here 2urpose of this letter , Mr. Ward, advice was asked), I was 'One of
tQnight. There could be mQre is tQ ask yQU tQ open your eyes the first who advised against
thQugh . We've gQt a lQt 'Of and examine the facts the next . publicatiQn. I thQught (and still
peQple in this schQol. Maybe if time yQU decide to make a think) that Cleaver is 'One of the
Letters are welcome, and should be no longer than 500 words typewritten,
double ' spaced. Name, telephone number and address must be Included
the
schQol newspaper WQuid
incisive
although name will be withheld upon request.
'
funny at SQmeone else's expense. mQst beautiful and
stick to printing schQQI news we
of
this
century
,
fighting
a
writers
Edward F. Molleo
WQuid get mQre."
fQr
his
revQlutionary
battIe
Help! Lost Equipment
Campus?
The remark immediately
'Oppressed Black race which I
that there are ' people here that tOQk me out 'Of the mOQd fQr Dear Sir:
To the Editor and Students,
utterly support; I further think
H a v i ng wQrked on the
HELP! Friday, Oct. 17, at care about personal expense, any rally since I knew it tQ be
that the section from the "Black
the Marathon, f was asked to rights and free entertainment: unfounded in fact and COMMENT, and being one 'Of
Moochie" which we ultimately
help entertain, free of charge, to Please do not be Afraid to considered it unfair when yQU the few kids on this campus who
published is a beautiful and
moving piece, a frank and
those who would be attending Contact Me. let me believe that cQnsider that nQ 'One from the is aware of the happenings
in teresting discussion of
this function. With other there are still honest and good paper was ' asked to the arQund here , I feel indignant and
micrQphQne to answer the rather hurt at DQn Ward's
emerging youthful sexuality and
students, we spent time, effort people.
Yours,
remark
made before abQut 400 unnecessary comment at the
a Black youth's early stunning
and money preparing for this . I
Stephen W. Hildreth people , who turned out for a bQnfire-rally last Thursday night.
experience with the lash .of
went so far as to rent and
rally nQt a subtle prosecution. He stated, "There's a lQt 'Of racism; the final paragraph, the
borrow 2 amplifiers and
But what really struck me is that people here tonight, and I know
bewildered call for an end to
microphones, in which their
a gQod PQrtion of the crQwd there's a lQt mQre people on
hatred, eloquently speaks for its
responsibility was entrusted to To John Robert Mancini
cheered this uncalled for remark . campus. If the newspaper WQuid
own beauty. It is 'One of the
me. While at the time of President of SCA
I left the rally and walked stick to campus news . . ." Sorry, mQst worthwhile pieces that the
performanc;e I did not need the Bridgewater State College
A Letter of Resignation
into the dorm and passed the Mr. Ward , but I don't think you COMMENT has published in
use of this equipment, I left this
The office of Vice-President of entrance tQ the dining hall where know what you are talking years. Nevertheless, I advised
material in the area designated
the Stu d en t C 0-0 pera t ive 600 p-eople ha'd eaten supper about. Last year at the aga inst pub lica t ion. Being
for band equipment. Returning
from my performance at 1 :40 Association is a very tedious, that night and laughed as I saw a Homecoming rally we had less familiar with the vagaries 'Of the
A.M. I found that my equipment dedicated, and time-consuming sign annQuncing the rally that peQple show-up and actually Bridgewater experience, I could
had been "BORROWED". The position. This office , being quite nigh t. That damn "schQQI participate than we did this year.
foresee something of the
total value, of which I now owe demanding, asks for an alert , newspaper" should have You shQuld be THANKFUL that explQsiQn which might ensue
is approximately $600, which well-informed and thoughtful announced that that sign was up the response was this great! It's (althQugh . 1 completely
any student knows is easily a person to oversee social there 'On the wall , I thought tQ nQt every activity that can draw underestimated its intensity)
semester fee. The time of activities. Due to the fact that I myself. And they should have such a crowd.
and, being mQre pragmatic than
But that is not the only I am usually given credit for
"Borrowing" the equipment falls am not an education minor and tQld everybQdy to read it too .
carry a full credit course load , CQme to think of it , they should point to be cQnsidered. Within being, I . have a rule which I
between 1: lOAM to 1: 40 AM description: amplifiers- my responsibility toward my have told everyone tQ read the the last three weeks, our paper always keep in mind : Survive.
has completely covered the T'h e PQtential trouble
with
make-Fender (one Princeton, academic well-being is quite ones 'Over BQyden tOQ.
Student Judiciary (strictly BSC), pub lishing such an
Come
'On
,
Don,
dQn't
put
us
other Deluxe Reverb), black in burdensome and sometimes
article
color with grey screening cloth infringes on my duties as 'On . And· all of you that cheered the MQratorium (also Campus wQuldn't be worth it . So spake
in front , and size-- Vice-President . I cannot at the wake up! The Comment isn't a news), and the Cleaver article the jaded pragmatist. I was
probably wrong, but it's
approximately 26" x 18" x 7". same time enjoy my scapegoat for everything and aI).d its effects (extremely
Any information concerning the undergraduate academic a nything that doesn't meet relevant tQ 'Our beloved academic nQw.
When President Hammon of
where abouts or "Borrowers" or experience and make the office someone's expectations arQund Bridgewater). What WQuid YOU
any other information will be of Vice President a fruitful here. HQW abQut a few facts . Try have our newspaper print each Fitchburg did what he did to
duly appreciated. You may position for the college these: Eighty seven percent 'Of week, Mr. Ward? Trivia? We are Fitchburg's fledgling, promising
all information induded in "the a growing cQllege, and .we can new newspaper, the CYCLE, he
contact me( anonymously if you community or myself.
school newspaper" this year has nQt shut-out all off-campus'
I
feel
that
at
this
time
in
my
wish) ' at Box 423, Great Hill,
(Continued on Page 3)
pertained tQ the school. Of the news . Would you prefer that we
to
life
my
moral
obligation
'
Room 527, ext. 396 . I hope,
Page 2

.EDITORIAL

WE'VE GOT· TO
GET IT TOGETHER

Wood Barbeque

The

Letters to the Editor '

/

Cappella Resigns

I

C

October 30, 1969. .

On

Bein~

H a88led

I call upon the students of
(Continued from Page i)
this college to stand up for us as
took all choice out of our harids. we have stood up for you. Or
The issue ceased to be obscenity, would you be without a voice?
Michael J. Maguire
racism , sex : it became one of
censorship. vs. fr~edotn of the .Fac"ulty Resp'onds
press. It IS as Simple, and as
complicated, as that.
We are dismayed by the
No newspaper that has reactions of many persons on
enough self-respect to call itself and off campus to the
one lets ANYONE other than its publication of THE COMMENT
Editorial Board tell it what it is 0 f Eldridge Cleaver's article,
or going to print. The Fitchburg "Black Moochie." Censorship of
C Y C L E , the
Lowell the student newspaper has been
ADVOCATE, the Salem LOG, . threatened.
the Framingham GATEPOST
Presumably we are a
and the Bridgewater COMMENT community of scholars
all sought to reassert this committed to free discourse and
self-respect , to do what a unhampered interchange of
newspaper must do and call it as ideas. But it is useless to declare
they see it. One way or another, allegiance to the principle of free
all except Framingham have expre~sion if we are going to
managed to print this article. abandon it when the going gets
The CYCLE and the LOG have rough. What are our students
been shut down by their going to learn from this?
Under these circumstances
respective Presidents; my
that it is our duty to
we
feel
contempt for them is obscene
re-affirm
the fundamental
and unprintable by any
standards, but not as obscene as im portance of free and
their act. I don't know what is unfettered expression--by
happening to the Lowell students as well as by faculty.
ADVOCATE, but I wish them We condemn the repressive
well. This leaves us with the action taken by some of our
rum b lin gsa g a ins t . the sister institutions, and have faith
that reason and calmer counsel
. COMMENT.
I won't say anything about will prevail at Bridgewater.
Robert Rose
the quality of the charge of Clay Greene
Emanuel Maier Lee Dunne
obscenity. I know that the John Heller
Vincent Gannon
articl e is not obscene or Robert Dillman Joseph DeRocco
pornographic by any legal John T. Boyko
definitions of the words that I William R. Cole
Maurice Rotstein
know, but I suppose that we are Richard Huffines
dealing here with one of those Samuel N. Seinfeld
ill-defined
"moral" issues. I William S. Jacobson
don't presume to comment upon Raymond ZuWallack
W. David Englund
other peoples' morals, and I wish
that they would not do so to "Black Moochie"
me. We 'aren't forcing some Dear Sirs:
proverbial eight-year old girl to
"You! Hypocrite lecteurs!
read "Black Moochie" and so mon semblable-mon frere!
I would like to discuss the
:lestroy her morals, which I
rather doubt would happen in remarkable insensitivity and
any case. But please cool some acquiescence of which this paper
of the more hysterical charges is in close communion with. The
which h'ave been made publication of an article by
concerning our intent. They, and Eldridge Cleaver in a recent
you that make them, make Comment demonstrated
yourselves ludicrous, and in superbly the coterie aggrandized
public for everyone to see. I and supported by this histrionic
suspect that the whole situation paper. You are indeed not
would have passed unnoticed proselyte of "freedom of the
had Cleaver had less artistic press" and are quite admirably
integrity .,. in describing his deluding yourselves.
feelings towards two WHITE
The Comment is an insular
females, but I can't prove it. I and provincial outlet for stifled
just have a sneaking suspicion creativity which has failed
that it's true.
miserably with ...regard to
My answer to the sundry catholicity and insight. Yet
administrators, faculty, students, liberality of taste (in publication
trustees, townspeople, and editing) is only a necessary
selectmen, state legislators arid attribute of journalism, not the
protectors of the public morals substance of it. If we agree that
who threaten us is this: Rumble the Comment is insular, then we
away. One of two kinds of are quite ready to determine the
events will come out of all this, function of a newspaper. Mere
and I am resigned to either: (I) reproduction of news is almost
the COMMENT will be worthless and wholly
"allowed" (the term sticks in my undesirable. The ultimate
throat; who shall '''allow'' the "benefice" of a newspaper
news to be printed?) to continue should be a perspicuity which
doing what it has done well in intensifies a reader's awareness
recent years: print the news as it of life. Should not any work
sees fit; or, (2) the COMMENT published bya newspaper be
will be curtailed locally by our one of reflective, if not
own Administration or wiped profound insight? Should not
out by the Trustees or this work be one which does not
Legislature.
copy this or that phenomenon,
If the first happens, fine; but intensifies it by what is
that is as it should be. If the considered to be a genuinely
second happens (and here I wax speculative mind? The inevitable
rhetoric), I fear for Bridgewater subjectivism of newspaper
and the state college system. I editing still has a responsibility
didn't pour myself into to publish works which do
Bridgewater for the past four attempt to solve the problem of
years to see this happen, the existence, not wo!ks which
very thing that I always fought simply exemplify an insular
against, a lessening of student fashion. True, absolute
autonomy. But, even worse, a "freedom of the press" realizes
society which fears its press, this responsibility alone. Your
fears itself, and fears the truth. paper is well aware of this
Destroy us and you destroy aphorism. Perhaps I am wrong
yourselves. What a dull place and Mr. Cleaver is just too
Bridgewater would be (or should sublime.
that read "will be"?) without
"Freedom of the press"
the COMMENT!
does not signify or call for the
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publication of articles which do
nothing to intensify one's
awareness of life. "Freedom of
the press" is precisely that
responsibility which prints a
literature which possesses only
exceptional insight and
intelligence.
Mr. Cleaver's wrftings are
superfluou~, repetitive, boring
and totally lacking in genuine
speculation. Mr. Cleaver brings
nothing into the light regarding
existence which has not been
repeated an infinite number of
times in an equally infinite
number of ways. The New
Testament is far too obvious,
gentlemen. Mr. Cleaver
contributes nothing to one's
awareness of human complexity
except for an eloquent analysis
of his emotions. Mr. Cleaver
offers us no sensitive, assiduous
insight into existence which has
not been rendered far more
effectively many times. (Mr.
Eliot in our century).
The Comment:
I) has very little consciousness
of the "freedom of the press"
genre
2) is satisfied with publishing
obtuse, insensible fragments
3) is not judicious and creative
in its selection of literature
4) will continue to expound on
the theory that the sun rises in
,the west in order to print the
philosophical aphorisms of a
man astronome'r.
As I have asserted, certain
"truths" are repeated in
multifarious patterns. Mr. Eliot
more than adequately
summarizes both the Comment
and Eldridge Cleaver some
thirty-five years ago;
"For those who serve the
greater cause, may make the
cause serve them. "
Thank you,
Garrett O'Sullivan

Parents Respond

Paul Kosciak and Greg Lee

ELECTIONS HELD
B RIDGEW ATER
Paul
Kosciak has been elected
Treasurer and Greg Lee Assistant
Treasurer of S.C.A. as a result of
elections held on October 9th
1969.
'

P a u I, a Senior History
Major, is filling the post vacated
by Jim Ewen, and Greg, a Junior
English Major, has taken the
position vacated by Kathy
Stackpole.

Salem Pres. Resigns
Hopes To Come To B.S.C.
by Dave
BRIDGEWATER- The president
of Salem State College, Dr.
Frederick Meier, has notified the
Board of Trustees that he is
resigning his current position
effective in August of 1970, and
nas indicated to them his desire
to be re-assigped to Bridgewater
State College.
Dr. Meier has a long
association with B.S.C. He
served the college for 18 years in
such capacities as Chairman of
the Men's Physical Education
Department, Dean of Men, and
faculty member of the Biology
Department. "I'd like to return
to Bridgewater State," Dr. Meier
told THE COMMENT shortly
after his resignafion was
announced, "but the matter of
where I'll go is up to the Board
of Trustj!es. I have indicated that
I have a preference, and I'll hope
for the best." Dr. Meier
emphasized that he is leaving his
currentpostbecausehewantsto
return to teaching and research,
and wants "no part of
a~ministrative duties."
Dr. Meier has been president
of Salem State since 1954, a
long tenure, and has been
teaching Chemistry courses to
keep abreast of scientific and
educational developments in the

Wilson
classroom. Dr. Frank J. Hilferty,
current dean of the Graduat!!
School, and director of B.S'C.'s
Division of Natural Sciences and
Mathematics, studied science
under Dr. Meier as an
undergraduate at B.S.C., and
physical education as well, and
remembers Dr. Meier as a "fine
teacher and one who was
genuinely interested in the
welfare of the students:"
A controversy is currently
raging at,..Salem, as well as several
other state colleges(including
this one), over the controversial
article "Black Moochie" by
Eldridge Cleaver which the Salem
newspaper published. The
editors of that paper, The Log,
announced that there is no
connection between Dr. Meier's
leaving and the current
difficulties, as he had notified
the Trustees of his decision
several weeks before "Moochie"
was printed.
"I have the highest respect
for Fred Meier as a person and as
a professional colleague", Dr.
Shea concluded.
The Board of Trustees will
meet again in November, and it
is likely that Dr. Meier's
resignation will be discussed at
that time.

To the Editor and Staff in regard
to your article, "Black Moochie":
As a concerned parent of
one of the BSC students, I feel I
must comment on your poor
taste, your complete lack of
common sense, and your sad
lack of creative ability, that led
you to print the backhouse
scra wlings of an individual
whose main purpose is to defile
and destroy the society that has
given you an opportunity to get
a higher education. Freedom of
speech is akin to any other good
thing in life. Too much of it
given to an immature group
,
can't be digested without a
by Dave Wilson
certain amount of the odious
BRIDGEWATER
Brown, "and we are presently
regurgitation that you printed.
Worcester
State,
the
sixth
state
studying,
various proposals that
You have the opportunity
college
to
become
involved
in
would
permit
THE COMMENT
to get an education that will
the controversial "Black to 'go independent' and thus
enable you to teach and form a
Moochie" affair, has become the relieve the college president of
future society, and that is the
third state college to cease the legal responsibility he is
most precious freedom. I
publication as a result of the currently liable for." He added
sincerely hope that you will
article .
that Dr. Rondileau has been
gather common sense along with
"most cooperative" in resolving
your education so that this
Of the six colleges involved, . the matter, indicating also that
freedom will not be bogged Bridgewater, Salem, Fitchburg,
the fact that the administration
down by illiterates, militants, and Lowell have printed it, and
had not reacted without careful
and weak-minded subversionists Salem and Fitchburg have been thought and understanding went
who use four letter words to closed down for it. Framingham a long way in solving the
stun all but the most crass has been threatened that its potentially explosive situation.
individuals who would chance a newspapers will be impounded if
Worcester State has likewise
it does print the article, and decided to go independent, and
rebuttal.
To receive a degree in the Worcester State closed therefore avoid the possibility of
arts and become an educator themselves down after their having its material censored.
takes many long hours and college president let it be known
personal sacrifice; it's not like that he would intercede if
pornography that can be learned "Moochie" appeared ' in print.
"Men's Bell Bottom Navy
9vernight. Therefore, in the
Pants
$3. Army coats $5.
After a series of
future, please evaluate what you
Peacoats $5. Ike jackets, $3,
negotiations,
Bridgewater's
THE
print, on its own merits, and not
Vests $1. etc.
what the news media has dug up COMMENT has reached an
Tel. 586-2945. 1134
agreement with
the
for sensationalism.
Montello St., Campello, -also
Feel free to print this if you administration. "We have
open Saturday Mornings.
worked it out," said
like.
George R. Moison Editor-in-Chief Richard M.

Worcester State Joins "Moochie" Row
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In Memory of-Mary JoArnold
And they said to him:
"Tell us of this place called
. Bridgewater
That we may understand the
people who. come from there."
And he answered
"This Bridgewater of which you
speak
Is not a place,
But a way of life."
"Bridgewater is the opening of
life's door
And of one's heart.
Those who enter Bridgewater
Enter trembling and alone,
But those who leave Bridgewater
Leave with pride and a purpose
For Bridgewater gives much to
~ her people.
From the beginning
Bridgewater holds but her hand
To steady the trembling new
And they feel her warmth:
The warmth
Which grows and grows
Until a wending procession
Of lighted candles
Brings peace to their hearts.
When the new first glimpse

t'hese awesome lights
They realize then
That Bridgewater means life.
Then when this they learn,
They come to another
realizationThey know the warmth and
strength they feel
Cannot be contained within
them.
This knowledge grows and
blossoms
Until they are filled with the
desire
To share,
To minister unto others
And they are impatient
Realizing this that they have,
Until at last
They are freed
To attend to their ministrations.
But Bridgewater is more than
this;
Bridgewater
Is the complete opening of the
h<!art
Until sensitivity floods it so
painfully
That the very love they feel Enslaves them

With a fervent dedication
To spread this love to the far
corners of God's earth.
And then they leave.
But as they do
They do not close the door
But rather
Spend their lives
Opening other doors- and other
hearts .
Because this' place called
Bridgewater
Is not a place
But a way of life."
By Mary Jo Arnold

ARNOLD - In Gloucester, Oct.
23, Miss Mary Jo, age 26,
residence Tragabigzanda Rd.,
beloved daughter of Joseph M.
and Elizabeth C. (Cronin)
Arnold. Sister of Miss Elizabeth
C., Miss Christine Y., Jason Jay
and Joseph M. Jr., Miss Arnold
was a teacher of the 4th grade at
the' West Parish Elementary
School.

50 ToMMY
-tolJ he.t\ ...

Vote

RTANT NOTE: There
some
slight printing
YES ~
in the October 21,
I 969 issue of THE
COMMENT. In the
proposed Student Judiciary
Constitution, 'under Article
III, Section 2, subsection e
was ommitted. It should
read: "J ustioes shall not be
a member of the SCA
council or Dormitory House
s during his term in
ffice. Under Codifications
f the Judiciary ;
Codification No. IV: part a.
Misdemeanors Section 8
' - - - - - - - - -_ _---.JL-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ should read: Fradulant use
o'f College lO's."; Section 9
should read : "Irresponsible
conduct on campus which
violates the rights of others
or is dangerous t.o personal
safety or property."

In the
Judiciary

Referendum
Today!!
In the

Ad

Building

New Head of Phil. Dept.
BRIDGEWATER ... Dr. Dunbar
is a tail, light complected
individ ual, with a spontaneous
smile, that somehow
overshadows his slowly thinning
hair . He is quite vibrant, and he
holds his 37 years rather well.
He spent his first year
teaching at Colby College in
Maine in 1961, and prior to his
arrival here at Bridgewater, he
taught for 7 years at his alumnus
B . U., where, in 1965, he
received his doctorate in
philosophy.
He also holds a degree in
theology, and although he is not
an ordained minister he liberally
admits that he is very active in
his local church. "The church
has a long way to go" he feels,
but he has hope for it.
I asked him why, after so
many years at B.U., and obvious
tenure there, he had chosen to
come here. To which he
confessed that he literally
jumped at the chance to teach
undergraduate stlldents,
specifically freshmen and
sophomores, something which
he feels is not being done
correctly; (not just here, but
everywhere). And a matter
about which ·he is currently
writing a book.
He asks "Why is an English
major treated like a Chem
major?" or vice versa, while he
or she is taking that particular
unrelated course. Noting that
the desire to learn must be
brought out in students and that
"we are not articulating with
what people may identify," he
pointed out that "80% of the
students are not really learning
from the courses they take." To
remedy this situation, Dr.
Dunbar suggests that a radical
approach to classroom
instruction should be taken in
order to create a greater
response on the part of students.
Here, I questioned as to
whether or not he meant by this
to knock down general
education. He said definitely
not, and then statetl simply that
in his 0 pInIOn "general
education has been dominated
by specialization in the graduate '
schools" where teachers are
afraid to tread on grounds which
are foreign to their particular
fields.
Adding to this he implied,
"my function here is also to be a
learner where the students are
my friends" - as opposed to
being "the expert professional
teacher with kids for clients - in
this case the expert gets in the
way." In his own classes, he
encourages discussions, and tries
to make the students realize
that , since it is their class, its
Sllccess depends in large upon
them.

MALE H EL P WANTED
MEN NEEDED TO HELP UNLOAD BANANA SH IPS AT FALL RIVER
STATE PIER

FALL RIVER, MASS. EVERY THURSOAY. MEN WILL

BEHIRED AT &
THURSDAY

7:30 A.M. AT THE FALL RIVER STATE PIER

FOR ONE DAY'S WORK. THE PAY IS$4.25 PER HOUR

AS OF OCT.!.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 993 4522

MON. TH RU FRI. BETWEEN 8:00 A . M. ana 5:00 P.M.
NEW BEDFORD STEVEDORING CORP.

He is also deeply concerned
with student response outside .
the classroom. As an example of
this, he reviewed the events
surrounding the Moratorium,
which he thoughf was very fine,
and which he termed to be a
"substantially free inquiry." He
stated that "it was careful, 'fair
and jUdicious." He was,
however, somewhat dismay(!d by
the fact that a number of the
participants actually knew very
little about what was happ~ning.
Hence, it was good but not
great.
He then commented on a
matter which, although it is not
as wide in scope as the
Moratorium, is definitely of
prime importance here and at
several other schools: Professor
Dunbar believes that it is
"absolutely crucial to have aJree
paper." There should be no
unthinkable thoughts. "Nor any
questions that should not be
asked. Here, he pointed out how
crucial response in this area
actually is. His words in
summary professed that when
any institution or educational '
establishment refuses to be
highly self-critical, then that
institution is no longer of any
use to itself.
Dr. Dunbar is not all work,
however. He readily admits to
what he calls "a weekly stab at
ecstasy." IHe sings and he's a
member of a folk group called,
appropriately enough, "The
Folk Baroque." And not to be
outdone by his two daughters,
he has recently started making
collages. One of his most recent
designs adorns his office wall.
Lastly, he often holds small
afternoon seminars in his office,
which is located in the rear of
the grey house, next to Wood
Hall. He enjoys these sessions,
for as he put "the topics are
whatever you want them to be."
Here, I took the liberty to
ask him for whatever advice he
might have for student~,
'!specially underclassmen. He
reiterated that "the day of the
unsayable is ended, and it is just
a matter of time before that day
is b uri ed." The world is
throwing things at colleges, such
as it has never done before. It is
how we respond to that matters.
Because of this, he suggests
questions for the student to ask
himself:
"Where have I been?"
")\That is the world throwing
at me?"
"What am I going to do
about it?" ~
The manner in which we
react to these problems,
especially with regards towards
art, religion, politics, and sex is
what really matters. And they
are placed, i.e., the importance
that the individual places upon
them is what sparks individual
criticism. Dr. Dunbar upholds
that criticism is something to be
welcomed rather than feared, for
if you refuse to allow it, you
automi\tically limit what you
may learn. Moreover, you place
limits on the truth.

.

/
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Bears Crush Nichols 40-0

Dick Roathe grabbed · the down draw, the combination of
The Bears ended the scoring
ensuing kick and danced his way quarterback Vin Hickey and Jim
late in the fourth period by
BRIDGEWATER . .. Combining to the Nichols 43 . On the next Federico on option plays, and
going 47 yards in 4 plays.
a devastating offense with a solid play, George Sullivan, following the hard running of Pete Rowe
Following a 32 yard jaunt by
Jim Federico, Jim Waters
defense, the Bears evened the a fine block by flanker Bill -up the middle highlighted the
season's slate at 2-2-1 by rolling Matheson , bolted 32 yards to drive . Federico, who replaced
completed the 40-0 rout by
over the Bisons of Nichols the Nichols 11. Two plays later, the injured Dick Roathe, hitting co-captain Fanning from
i 4 yards out .w ith the only
College 40-0 on Homecoming Roathe took a pitch out from culminated the drive by scoring
touchdown pass of the day.
Day at Legion Field. The Bears quarterback Jim Waters on a from 4 yards out. Phil LeFavor
scored twenty points in each perfectly executed option play split the uprights, and the Bears _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Between the Uprights
half while amassing an amazing and glided into paydirt to up the led 27-0.
The Bears kept rolling the next _ For the first time this year,
335 yards on the ground and margin to 14-0. Once again, the
adding 107 yards through the Bears failed to make the time they touched the ball. two BSC backs gained over 100
Following a Buddy Fanning yards on the ground ... George
air. The defense limited Nichols conversation.
Jim Federico, the game's Most interception, which stopped the Sullivan amassed 112 yards,
to 132 yards total offense and
didn't allow the Bison's inside Valuable Player, completed the deepest Nichols penetration, while Jim Federico, the game's
scoring in the first half by BSC marched 80 yards in 11 MVP picked up 103 yards in
the BSC 29 yardline.
Flashy sophomore back Dick picking off a pass by Nichols' plays. A 32 yard screen pass o~ly 8 carries for a 12.9 average
Roathe started the Bears rolling . quarterback John Dwyer and fr!Jm Hickey to Sullivan and .. , Federico played offense less
by returning a punt 28 yards to speeding 35 yards down the left Federico's 32 yards in 4 carries than half the game, replacing the
the Nichols 42. Six plays later , sideline for the score. The kick keyed the march. Hickey capped injured Dick Roathe in the
after a 15 yard Hickey to Roathe was wide, and the Bears went to the drive by dancing 8 yards on middle of the third period ...
aerial had placed the ball on the the dressing room with a 20-0 a ' fake option for the score. Bears will attempt to aven,,~ last
_ LeFavor converted for a 34-0 year's 61-0 loss to rugged
1 yardline, fullback Pete Rowe lead.
After
being
stalled
for
most
of
margin.
Brockport next week ... the
cracked over for the score. The
conversion was blocked, and
BSC led 6-0.
The Bears received a fight when again . Starting at the- BSC 5
a Nichols player grabbed a punt yardline, the Bears ground out
by Tom Steele
Good, the Bad and the Ugly
outside the end zone and 95 yards in 14 plays without
downed the ball giving the Bears completing a pass. George BRIDGEWATER ...The 1969 have been alternating team
Sullivan's 15 yard run on a third cross count.ry season got off to,a positions all season. Here, Corey
two points and an 8-0 lead .
slow start and found the BSC Powers took 4th, Bill Busiek 5th
runners with a 1 and 3 record and Paul Branagan 7th. The 1, 1,
after two meets. Fitchburg State and 3 places contain a different
handed them the first defeat by name each time the "Big 3" run.
the small margin of one point Steele took 9th and Livingston
(27-28) and a strong team from 12th in the same meet. Injuries
Barrington College combinea. again kept BSC from ultimate
with Worcester State to give BSC vi ctory. Coach Calibrese
their n~xt two setbacks. expressed, "I was happy with
Emerson was the only team BSC the performance of all."
by Jim Doody
was able to beat. The SNEC "Branagan who had been sick
(Southern New England for 3 days got up only to run the
BRIDGEWATER - Pete Mazzafero is a quiet man. He rarely makes
Conference) meet held at meet, Powers ran exceptionally
rash statements or says things that he can't back up with substantial
Nichols College resulted in a tie well with the aching tendon and
actions or concrete examples. Likewise , Buddy Fanning and Herb
for second place between BSC Steele had to be helped into the
Lynch. Yet at Thursday night's rally before the Nichol's game they
and Quinnipiac (Conn.) with gym because of his ankle. ,,. It's
told over 500 people that the Bears would win . For a coach and two
Bryant (R.I.) in the number one fortunate that Busick and
captains to make a remark like that they have to be one of two
Livingston have been working
seat. SMU filled the number four
things: (1) awfully. brave, or (2) very confident in the ability and
out faithfully and have not been
spot, leaving Nichols on the
desire of their players and team-mates respectively. Thursday night
bothered by injuries," said
J)ottom of the pack, stifling their
we chose the latter and after Saturday afternoon everyone else
Calibrese,
"although Jeff did
attempts to produce a win for
agreed .
have
trouble
with blisters early
their Homecoming. Coach
On Saturday afternoon, October 25th, the Bridgewater State
Calibrese said, "The team ran in the season." Capt. Dave
Football team proved to its followers that it had matured. The
well" but felt that the injuries Layton ran with a sprained ankle
Bear's offense did virtually as it pleased, and had a field day putting
kept them from grasping first
40 points on the board. So stymied by the Bear's defense was the
place. "Powers, our number one
Nichol's attack, that they couldn't once cross the Bridgewater 29
man was having trouble with his
yard line. This writer thinks it was quite an effort for a team that
Achilles tendon, Steele's ankle
came to camp in August with two rookie quarterbacks an.d a defense
by Ed Jarvis
was taped due to a case of
that had lost seven key starters from the year before.
BRIDGEWATER .. .Bridgewater
tendonitis and Mullen had 2
The main problem for the Bears early in the season was a lack of
State College is in preparation to
badly absessed teeth." "Steele
experience and depth in their offensive and defensive lines. It now
open its second hockey season.
finished but Mullen was forced
appears, however , that some individuals up front have done a lot of
The Bears showed tremendous
to drop out of ·the race. Jeff
improvement in their style of
growing up in five short weeks. Against Nichols, the Bears' offensive
Livingston jumped to the 5th
play during the course of last
line gave Viil Hickey plenty uf time to set up. He was dropped only
slot with Branagan grasping 2nd
season, giving the fans an
once when all his receivers were covered. Their defensive
BSC's second home meet
exciting brand of aggressive
counterparts performed as reliably. Nichols' quarterback John
found
Bryant, Mass. Maritime, hockey.
Dwyer was so busy running away from white shirts that he forgot to
and New Haven (Conn.) on the
Last year's record was two
get his team rolling.
starting
line. The race' was held
wins and four losses, but under
The quarterback situation appeared shaky early in the season.
0
the coaching of Jim Doody the
Sophomore Jimmy Waters hadn't played for two years, and Frosh in spite of the 40 temps, and
pouring
rain
which
produced Bears hope to improve upon that
Vince Hickey naturally found his new offense a mystery. Yet
Saturday afternoon Hickey took charge and drove the Bears up and hazardous conditions on the 4.6 mark. This year the team is
down the field. Waters entered the game in· the fourth quarter and mile course. Bryant won only by posed with a tough schedule
marched his offense to the Nichols' nine· yard line where he 3 points with BSC, Mass. including Stonehill, Rhode
Maritime and New Haven Island School of Design ,
promptly passed to Buddy Fanning for a touchdown .
finishing
in that order. An Assumption, and 'Elms College
Two weeks ago Bridgewater looked sloppy in a close 14-12
outstanding
effort by New of Chicopee. The Bears home ice
victory over a two year community college, Hudson Valley. Seven
days later they looked like champions. Something wonderful Haven's no. 1 man, could not this season will be in Brockton.
happened to B.S.C. football during the week of October 19-25. They produce a win for them because The Bears lost only two players
got together, they jelled, they matured. Pete Mazzafero knew it the closest teammate to finish through graduation while the
placed 15th BSC'S "Big 3", the
remainder of the squad picked
Thursday night.
by Gump Cullen

~~all;hi~dega~eri~od, m~:e ~~;;

game will be played at Legion
Field, starting at 10:00
A.M .. .See you there!!!
STATISTICS

BSC NICHOLS
12
First Downs
20
94
Rushing Yardage 335
18
Passes Attempted 15
3
Passes Completed
7
38
Passing Yardage
107
Total Yardage
442 132
o
Passes Intercepted
2
Penalties
13-135 6-60
2
Fumbles
2
1
Fumbles Lost
0
Punts
4-34 7-38
BOX SCORE
BRIDGEWATER VS. NICHOLS
2 3

Bridgewater
Nichols

4 Tot.

6 14 0 20 40
0 0 0

o

InJ·uries Plague Harriers

°

and Mullen did not show leaving
the no . 5 spot open to
Livingston.
As a result of poor
scheduling, BSC's cross country
team travelled to SMU and was
not able to participate in their
homecoming. Lowell Tech, also
scheduled to run, won the meet
defeating both SMT and BSC.
Again, Powers, Busiek and
Branagan ran well but BSC's 4th
and 5 th men placed low
producing high point totals, and
in Cross country low score wins.
Capt. Dave Layton was 4th and
Jeff Livingston 5th for the team
but 18th and 19th in the race.
Steele having trouble with his
ankle finished 20th out of 21
runners. 'Vfhis was his last
meet," said Calibrese, "until his
ankle is better."
The team will be travelling
to Plymouth NH this Friday to
participate in the NESCAC meet
on the following day.

HOCKE,Y
up invaluable experience.
Returning players are Frank
"Gump" Cullen, Bobby Lovett,
Mike Lyons, James A. Taylor,
and Paul Narper. With an
excellent group of freshmen the
team should receive the
necessary strength it lacked last
year.
The Bears do have two basic
problems though ; equipment
and financial aid. Many 'players
last season forgot (?) to return
equipment which wjl1
undoubtedly hurt this year's
squad and possibly cause a cut in
the final selection of players.
The second problem being what
many consider insufficient funds
to run a hockey squad. This
year's team has been allocated
$1,000, but with the cost of
insurance and ice time the
money will have to stretch
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Face Brockport Saturday

Gridders Nip Hudson Valley
by Jim Doody
Ed. Note - Because the Sports short, but the Bears led 6-0.
Moments later the Vikings
department did not publish in
last week's issue of the came storming back to, tie it up
COMMENT, coverage of the as Ed Patrick hit Andy DiSanti
Hudson Vallry footbaU game on a 48 yard scoring pass. Again
(Oct . 18) has been postponed the conversion attempt failed ,
and the score was knotted at
until this issue. We apologize to 6-6.
the players, coaches, and fans
for this unavoidable delay.
Troy, N.Y ... Bridgewater State
scored twice in the third quarter,
then hung on for a thrilling
1 4 -12 victory over Hudson
Valley Community College at
Memorial Stadium in Troy, on
October 18. Only a brilliant
'effort by the Bears defensive
secondary was able to stave off a
late Viking rally and pressure the
win.
After a sloppy first half in
which neither squad was able to
muster a reasonable offensive
drive , George Sullivan was able
to break the ice for the Bears
with a sparkling eighty yard
punt return. Rich Roath fielded
the kick in his own twenty yd '
handed off to Sullivan in the
reverse. "Hawk" then turned the
corner, and following a great
block by Bob Brinkly, darted up
the side line to score.
Jim Waters' pass to Peter
Rowe for the conversion fell

Late in the third period ,
Bridgewater safety Buddy
Fanning intercepted a Patrick
aerial and returned it 27 yards to
the Hudson Valley 45 . A key
third-down pass from Vince
Hickey to Mark Ronayne as well
as hard running by S ~llivan and
Rowe moved the ball to the
Viking three yard line. On the
next play Sullivan cracked over
for the score to give the Bears a
12-6 edge. Waters then hit
Roath, who made a spectacular
diving catch , for the two point
conversion that stood up as the
winning margin.
Late in the fourth period
Patrick threw 42 yards to Bruce
Shelby for a Viking touchdown ,
but Fanning batted down
Patrick's conversion pass in the
end zone to seal the lid on
Hudson Valley.
A late Viking rally was cut
short by the clock, as they had
driven to the Bears' thirty when
time ran out.

Second Assembly Program

ANNE WILSON
Nov. 4,1969
3rd Hour-Horace
Mann Auditorium

NO ADMISSION COST

Chameleon

Folk Jam
by Kevin Gifford
and (2) Paul McCartney is not
BRIDGEWATER . . .It was a dead.
cold Friday night, October 24 ,
The final set was composed
and it was clear. Wilson Pickett of individual performances.
was on campu s but the' Dennis Blanchard led off and
coffeehouse was full as usual. was followed by Bob singing the
Maybe it's because it's a lot of request "Jet Plane ." Brian Keith
entertainment for one dollar.
did her version of "By the Time
It was a folk jam type of I get te Phoenix" and Bob again
thing, with some of the local followed with the beautiful
performers getting together to "Kathy's Song." Bruce Clark
blend (or not to as the case may switched to acoustical for "With
be) their voices in song. It was a Little Help from My Friends"
fun.
He said that's the way Richie
To lead off the night, Bob Havens sings i( Blanchard sang
B a illancourt and Dennis the next three songs, leading
Blanchard sang "San Francisco into · Vaillancourt's
Bay Blues." They followed up interpretation of " Mr.
with "Don't Think Twice , It's Tambourine Man." A volley of
All Right" and "Don't let the requests from around the
Sun Catch You Crying." The refreshment table brought Motta
group was backed up throughout to the stage to do "The Ballad of
the night by Bruce Clarke on John & Yoko" for the second
bass guitar. Brian Keith then time that night. He followed it
joined the group with Leonard up with selections from Simon
Cohen's "Suzanne." Brian Cande and Garfunkle ' including " April
then soloed in "Do You Ever Come She Will," "Most Peculiar
Think of Me?"
Man," and "Dangling
The second set got all the Conversation ."
-performers on stage at once.
Bob vaillancourt ended up
And after some problems with the set and the evening with a
the mike everyone got into a set Beatie song:
full of hand clapping , "There'll be a time
audience-sing-the-chorus songs. When all the things she said
Bruce Clark did a solo Will fill your head
performance with several Beatie You won't there ."
songs - after having set the I won't forget any thingaudience straight on a couple of except the name
points (l) he is a Beatie freak, of the last song.
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The coach deep in thought.

Cagers Open Drills
Coke Kosciak
BRIDGEWATER .. .The Bears
69-70 hoop team opened drills
Wednesday , October 15th and
began working out the kinks, as
they move toward their
December 1st opener at S.M.U.
The charges are led this year by
co-captains Barry Fitzpatrick nd
Jerry Crowly, both
four-seasoned veterans. The
other returning lettermen are
Mark Conserva, Dan Ryan , Jack
O'Donnell, and Frank
Orlandella. Also returning this
year is BarryRoss who lettered
here as a freshman during the
66-67 season and has since spent
two years at Massasoit
Community College .
Lost to the Bears this year
are Tom Morris and Sammy
Mitchell , both important cogs in
last year's squad. Morris, the
team captain, was last year's
leading rebounder and a potent
scoring threat , Mitchell was the
third leading rebounder last year
and a consistent performer. Also
mIssmg and missed is John
Monteiro who is ineligible this
semester. Monteiro was last
year's top scorer, netting 18
points per game.
Coach Knudson )lopes that
the loss of these three key men
can be made up for by the
efforts of some highly regarded
new prospects. These new men
are expected to give the Bears
badly needed board strength, an
area which hasn't been the
strongest in recent years. The
guys expected to supply the help
are : Frank Smith, a 6-2 Junior
who comes to us from Massasoit ;
Carl Reavey a 6 foot-4 inch
center and forward from
Weymouth High ; and a towering
6-8 center from Canton High,
Keith Richards . Also counted on
for help are a pair of
Sophomores up from the
freshman team , Kevin Bellavance
and Doug Beecy .
Asked to comment on the
coming season ; Coach Knudson
had this to offer , "I look for an
improved year, as we should
have better size and rebounding
than last year. We will be
concentrating on defense
(primarily man to man) and
rebounds and we'll be playing a
fast break type of ball game."
To Coach Knudson ,
assistant Coach Eberly, and the
whole 69-70 squad , the
Comment wishes the best of
luck .

VOTE
TODAY!
Judiciary
Referendum

by Jitp
B RID G E W ATE R. . . The
Bridgewater State Football
Team will be gunning for their
third consecutive victory when
they tangle with the Golden
Eagles of Brockport State
University Saturday morning at
Legion Field. Kickoff for the
morning contest is slated for
10 :00.
Brockport brings a shaky
1-6 record to Bridgewater, but
boasts a stronger squad than that
record might indicate. The
Eagles this season have faced
some of the best small college
teams in the East. Last week
they were downed by the
number 2 small college team in
the nation , Indiana of
Pennsylvania, 17-13 ; after they
led at halftime 13-0. Bridgewater
is the last game on the
Brockport schedule this year,
and the Golden Eagles will be
out to repeat the 61-0 drubbing
they handed the Bears last
season at Brockport .
The New York School's
offense is paced by speedy back
Bob Nugent. Nugent , an
outstanding ball carrier will most
likely see action as both
quarterback and halfback.
B rockport should use Mike
Driscoll , a senior , as quarterback
when they want to pass. Driscoll
has an outstanding corps of

Doody
receivers led by split end Rich
Lendsing, a lanky speedster who
is rated as one of the
outstanding college prospects in
the country. The Golden Eagles
like to run off tackle, run the
option , and throw deep.
B rockport uses a 4-4-3
defense, but Bears mentor Pete
Mazzafero plans to go with his
basic offensive game plan, with
slight variations. The Bears will
try to run in the middle and use
the option play.- With
Brockport's four linebackers and
three deep men, Bridgewater will
probably have difficulties
throwing outside, so will pass
over the middle.
Halfback Rich Roath and
defensive end Steve Trippi,
injured in the Nichols game are
healing. Roath will play
Sat u rd a y ,although Trippi is
doubtful. If he is not read y for
action, Freshman Ed Cauley will
get the nod at right defensive
end.
Commenting on the game,
Coach Mazzafero said , " We look
for a close ball game because
they'll be up . They're usually
our toughest opponent but a
lack of depth and some key
InJ uries have reduced their
potential. I'd still rate them right
behind BJ tes as our toughest
upponent. "

PRESS 'JlOX
Women's Tennis Team
The Women's Tennis tea r
of Bridgewater was represe~
at the New Eng lan d
Inter-Collegiate T e nni s
Tournament on October 10,
1969 . Although BridC_ .v ater did
not rank among the winners ,
they put forth a co mmendable
effort. Judy Sullivan playing
singles , los t a game to
Springfield and won against
Brandeis. Christine Connoll, also
playing singles, drew a bye and
lost to Wellesley . Jeannette
Beres and Verna Vonlderstein ,
and Ann Williams and Sue
Bennet played doubles and lost
to Radcliffe .

The women's team will be
going to U-Mass for a playday on
October 25 th , 1969.

This Week In Sports
Sat. Football-Brockton State
University, Home-l 0: 00
Cross Country-New England
State College Athletic
Conference Meet-Away 10:30

Bowling Conference
~' - -

interested in representing
in this conference please see
Edward Swenson, Athletic
Director, Kelly Gymnasium.

b~C

W.R.A. Camping Trip
by Cindy Curry
BRIDGEWATER . .. A camping the weekend, as well as square
trip sponsored by the Women's dancing and a hootenanny which
Recreation Association was held highlighted Saturday night.
The camping facilities were
October 17-19 at Camp Union in
also
shared by women fromGreenfield , U.H. Miss Smith and
Salem
State College.
Miss Wofgram were the faculty
The next special activity to
advisors
and Chris Daigle ,
be held by WRA is an All-State
vice-presid~nt of WRA, was the
College Invitational Social Day
student coordinator.
on November 15 . All eight state
Sporting activities such as colleges will be invited to
lacro sse, softball , and field Bridgewater State College to join
hockey were an integral part of in various activities.

WRA
BRIDGEWATER .
.WRA
6-7 :20 pm both gyms .
recreational activities for the
Volleyball will be organized
second quarter begin Monday, by having dormitory teams. The
Nov 3. The recreational activities only restriction will be that only
are provided for all women ' on four Physical Education majors
campus whether they are highly may be on a team. Bring your
skilled or beginners.
teams to the first meeting, Nov.
Monday: Gymnastics 4-5 3 and a round robin tournament
p.m. sm. gym
will be set up .
Modern Dance Club
If there is enough interest in
6-7 : 20 p.m. sm. gym
competitive swimming
V 0 11 e y ball recreation intramurals a women with
6-7:20 p.m. large gym experience in competitive
Tuesday: Basketball team swimming on the national level
6-7:20 p.m . large gym
may be able to help out. This
Volleyball recreation program is for all women
6-7:29 p.m. small gym interested in learning how to
Competitive swimming swim competitively.
intramurals
6-7 : 20
These activities are provided
p .m. pool
for you! Come out and have
some fun!

..
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VOTE YES

ON
JUDICIARY
TODAY
ASK THE COMMENT
Send questions to "Ask the Comment", The Comment office
B.S.C. Bridgewater, Ma. 02324, or drop them off in The Comment
office. Ask The Comment about college life, cirriculum, or any
~atters concerning student affairs.
Q. Who is on the B.S.C. Parking Committee? Why have the B.S.C.
police gone over to a No Fix court action ticket, and how come they
overlook parking violations at night? How long will the streets
around B.S.C. be considered main though fares?
A. The Traffic Control Committee consists of:
Dean Deep-Chairman
Dean Hilferty
Dean Harrington
Dean Shea
Dr. Dooley
Dr. Weaner

GERMAN NAVY AT B.S.C.
BRIDGEWATER - On October
22nd, 1969 , one of B.S.C.'s very
newest social organizations, the
German Club, hosted one of the '
most unusual and interesting
groups to ever tour our campus:
30 German sailors from the
destroyer " Luetjens>' Escorted
by the state college police, who
met the bus carrying the sailors
at the town line and led them,
with cruiser light flashing, to the
school. The large green U.S.
Army vehicle (loaned for the
day) rolled to a stop in front of
Boyden Hall.
.
On hand to greet the group
were German Professors Mr.
Robert Briggs and Mrs. Barbara
George, as well as German Club
Chairman Dave Wilson and a
large crowd of bewildered B.S.C.
students who were trying to
figure out who the men in the
strange looking uniforms were.
The group was welcomed to
B.S.C. on behalf of the students
by Dave Wilson, who addressed'
them in 'German with a short
history of the school and an
outline of the tour they would
be taking that afternoon.
Academic Dean, Lee
Harrington was then introduced,
and he welcomed the sailors on
behalf of the administration
Dean Harrington, who holds an
Officers Commission in the
Naval Reserve, told the group
that he had somethil}g in
common with them because he
had served in the Navy during
World War II, and therefore was
familiar with the type of life
they led. Most of the sailors had
a good command of English, and
apparently had no difficulty in
und~rstanding the Dean. Upon
conclusion of his address, the
two G e r man 0 f f ice r s
accompanying the grollp gave
Dean Harrington a sharp salute.
The sailors were then
divided into five groups fDr their

by Elizabeth Clancy
escorted tour, which included
visits to the Library ,
Administration Building, Science
Building, Kelly Gymnasium, and
the Tillinghast and Men's
Dormitories. Acting as escorts
for the m e n were Marie
McDonald , Felici~ Parchesky,
Lynne Duseau , Carol Adams,
Weisa Michalowsky, Carol
Sorenson, Bill Hosford , and
Ralph Wilsack .
The highpoint of the day
came after the tours were
completed, ' and that was the
reception that was held for the
sailors in Pope Hall. Arranged
through the efforts of Miss
Martha Drinkwater, Assistant to
the Dean of Women , the men
enjoyed this event greatly , for
coffee and donuts were
pro v ide d , and , m 0 r e
importantly , th ey had a chance
to sit and talk with American
students, especially female
students. "After all ," one of the
men said , "we 've been gone
from home for over a year and
haven't seen or talked with any
girls."
The sailors had to leave at
4 :00 P.M . and many, if not
most" were reluctant to go. A
number of them expressed an
interest in attending classes, but
the time element made this
impossible , so the German Club
is trying to arrange ,a private
return visit for several of them
before the ship sails for
Germany on November l8th.
The idea for the visit was
first proposed last year By
Professor Achille Joyal, a
well-known faculty member
with an avid interest in French
particularly and international
relations in general. He suggested
to German language students
who were interested in forming a
club that a good idea might be
to visit a ship of that nation,and
that German ships call regularly

SUPER TIRE, Inc.

A court ticket is used so that an extra policeman may be used on the
streets as the campus is presently understaffed. The roads running
~hrough the campus are owned by the town. Recommendations have
been made by the college to change this.
Q. Why hasn't The Comment published a list of the bills paid out of
the Great Hill Men's Dorm breakage fee?
A. Bills were posted last year on the bulletin board. Dean Deep said
that The Comment did not ask for the lisr A list has been obtained
for all dorms and in the next issue it will be published .
Q. Why are juniors living in Great Hill who are on a waiting list for
Lower Campus Men' s Dorm now unable to move into empty rooms
there? We want to know the whole story so it will not happen to us.
Where is the Inspection ' sticker for tlie Great Hill Men's elevator? It
sure needs attention.

A. Dean Deep explained that the College is under obligation to the
State College Building Authority to keep Great Hill Dorm at as full
capacity as possible in order to pay for the building. Sophomores and
Juniors wishing to move to the Lower Dorm 'are drawn by lottery
late in the spring. Juniors have priority. Those students who do not
move to the Lower Dorm are placed on a waiting list in the order
they were drawn. They are moved into the Lower Dorm as
succeeding Freshman are moved into Great Hill.
The elevator was inspected within the past year by the Mass. Dept.
of Public Safety. It is serViced periodically by the Beckworth
Elevator Company. The inspection sticker in question was posted
and was apparently removed by persons unknown.
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in the Port of Boston. Prof.
Joyal also suggested that a
reciprocal invitation to visit the
college would be desirable.
Professor Robert Briggs
made ~ the
necessary
arrangements, and last May some
20 German language students
spent a Saturday afternoon
touring the "Luetjens." An
invitation was extended at that
time for a group from the
destroyer to come to
Bridgewater and see the school,
but the ship was leaving for an
exercise and the trip to the
college was postponed until their
return. When the "Luetjens"
docked in early September in
Boston, Prof. Barbara George
extended an invitation on behalf
of the German Club which was
gratefuHy accepted by the ship's
captain, Frigatekapitan Bethge.
The German Club, just over
a month old, feels that a greater
understanding and appreciation
for foreign cultures can be
gained through such visits. The
Club is also rather unique in that
it does not hold its meetings at
the conventional Tuesday
morning, 10:00 A.M. free hour
which most social organizations
utilize. Its meetings are held
twice a month over supper in the
Tillinghast Dormitory , a
situation arranged through the
cooperation of Dr. Ellen Shea,
Dean of Students, and the group
is very enthusiastic about this
unique feature. Future plans,
according to the Club, include a
visit to another German ship, the
"Moelders," this coming
Saturday, November 1st. Any
students interested should
contact Mr. Briggs or Mrs .
George prior to Friday
afternoon. Also under
consideration is a German
festival to be held this Spring for
all B.S . C. students. Club
Membership is open . ' to all
interested students who feel
they could gain and contribute
by taking part in the activities.

$18.95+Tax· Black

$16.95+Tax· WW
7.00x13
$16.95+Tax· WW
7.35x15
$1~.95+Tax· WW
6.85x15
All snow tires are first line General Winter Cleats. "It's General's year".
Shop and compare! leave your car before class in the' morning and pick
it up in the afternoon. It's a shorter walk than the Great Hill Parking lot.
Retreads also available from $10.95 to $13.95.·
·Tax is 3% sales tax only. Federal tax is already iflcluded.
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Ann Demers, Dawn Hutchinson, Elizabeth St. Amand, Sue Keeley,
Lenore Dizio, Mike J. Patrine, Charles Upchurch, Janice Ware,
Gregory McGrath, Alfred Hibler, Anthony V. Gauquier, Dave
Cappella, Linda Rautenberg, Donna Duffy, Thomas Coulombe, Jim
Palana, Joan C. Medeiros, Beth Beard, Gordon Appelt, Peggy Aleks,
Peter Higgans, Arthur Sullivan, Raymond Messier, J . Robert
Mancini, Clark Kent, John McCauley, Michelle Leary, Faye Collins,
Shar<;>n Reposa, Dana Pierce, T.J. Gallagher, Tom Gilmartin, Herb
Ward
Faculty Advisor:
Joseph Y okelson
The COMMENT is published every week by the students of the State
College at Bridgewater and distributed free of charge to the college
Community. All opinions herein are those of the staff and Editorial
board and/or their authors and should not be construed as positions
of any individual or group within the college other than this
publication or its contributors. Subscriptions: $7.00/year (within
the United States). All correspondence should be addressed to the
COMMENT, ;C/o Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater, Mass.,
02324.
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